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CEE154: Principles of Epidemiology (online)
Approved for TC 3 (Epidemiology)

CH056: Introduction to Global Health
Approved for TC 3 (Social Science/History/Policy)

CLS026/ARCH026/HIST076: Ancient Egypt, Civilization of the Nile & Near East (online)
Approved for TC1D, old TC6B, and new TC5 (History) and TC2, TC3, and TC4 (Culture – if language exempt)

EC005: Principles of Economics (online)
Approved for Core Requirement 2

EC012: Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory
Approved for TC2B (Required)

EC013: Statistics*
Approved for TC3 (Quantitative Reasoning) and Research Methods (All TCs)

EC015: Basic Econometrics
Approved for TC2 (Economics Elective)

FR191A Francophone Poetry and Song
Approved for TC1C, new TC5, and new TC6 (Culture)

HIST001: International Relations: The Historical Perspective
Approved for Core Requirement 4

HIST053: Europe to 1815
Approved for TC1A, TC4 and new TC6 (History)

JPN113/ILVS075: Japanese Visual Culture
Approved for TC1B (Culture) and TC2, TC3, and TC4 (Culture – if language exempt or language of study is Japanese)

MATH019: Mathematics of Social Choice
Approved for Research Methods (All TCs)

MATH021: Introductory Statistics (online)
Approved for TC3 (Quantitative Reasoning) and Research Methods (All TCs)
MUS005: Music as Culture
Approved for Core Requirement 5

NU101: Human Nutrition (online)
Approved for TC3 (Natural Science Elective)

PHIL.024: Introduction to Ethics
Approved for Core Requirement 5

PJS150-06: Women, War and Peace
Approved for new TC6 (Social Science)

PS021: Introduction to Comparative Politics*
Approved for TC 1A-E (Social Science) and TC2A-D (Political Economy)

PS041/PHIL041/CLS045: Western Political Thought I*
Approved for Core Requirement 5, old TC1A, TC6A, and new TC6 (Social Science), and TC2, TC3, and TC4 (Culture – if student is language exempt)

PS172: US Foreign Policy in the Middle East
Approved for TC4, TC1D, and old TC5 (Social Science) and TC4 and TC1D (US Role)

PSY031: Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
Approved for TC3 (Quantitative Reasoning) and Research Methods (All TCs)
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ANTH010: Introduction to Sociocultural Anthropology
Approved for Core Requirement 5 and new TC6 (Social Science)

BIO010/ENV010: Plants and Humanity (online)
Approved for TC3 (Natural Science Elective)

BIO185/ENV182: Food for All: Ecology, Technology, and Sustainability
Approved for TC3 (Natural Science Elective and Seminar)

CH002 Healthcare in America
Approved for TC3 (Social Science/History/Policy & US Role)

EC005: Principles of Economics
Approved for Core Requirement 2

EC011: Intermediate Microeconomic Theory
Approved for TC2A, TC2C, TC2D (Required)

EC162: International Finance
Approved for Core Requirement 3 and TC2B (Required)

HIST054: Europe Since 1815
Approved for TC4, TC1A, and new TC6 (History) and TC2, TC3, and TC4 (Culture – if language exempt or language of study is French)

NU101: Human Nutrition
Approved for TC3 (Natural Science Elective)

PS042/PHEL042: Western Political Thought II*
Approved for Core Requirement 5, TC1A, old TC6A, and new TC6 (Social Science), and TC2, TC3, and TC4 (Culture – if language exempt)

PSY013: Social Psychology (online)
Approved for Core Requirement 5